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ABSTRACT
We address the problem of performing optimum spatio-temporal
processing when using adaptive antenna arrays at base stations
for multiuser downlink transmission in DS-CDMA systems, us-
ing periodic spreading sequences and assuming partial knowl-
edge of the channel parameters of all users. This assumption
typically holds in frequency-division duplex (FDD) based mo-
bile communication systems. We consider the SDMA strategy
for using antenna arrays to gain system capacity. The channel
is assumed to comprise specular multipath, and a per-path argu-
ment is pursued to design FIR transmission filters at the base sta-
tion in order to maximize the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) at the mobile receivers. Joint optimization of the
transmitter and receiver is considered. The per path decorrelat-
ing pre-filter is introduced, and it is shown that due to the large
number of degrees of freedom available becauseof the large pro-
cessing gain (inherent oversampling with respect to the symbol
rate in CDMA) and possible multiple antennas/oversampling, the
downlink performance can be greatly improved in the FDD prob-
lem.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of adaptive antenna arrays at the base station can in-
crease the capacity of a mobile radio network allowing an in-
crease in the number of users. In the downlink however, the
possibility of spatial diversity reception by Multiple Antennas
(MA) is limited due to complexity and space limitations. Al-
though transmit antenna diversity does not give the same gains
as the receive antenna diversity, pre-processing of some sort at
the transmitter, based upon the knowledge of downlink channel
parameters can result in improved performance and simplified,
low complexity receivers for the mobile stations. The amount
and nature of thisa priori knowledge of the channels depends
on the system architecture. In time-division duplex (TDD) based
systems the uplink and the downlink channels can be considered
to be practically the same (reciprocity), assuming the mobile
velocity low enough and the receiver and transmitter appropri-
ately calibrated. Under these circumstances, since the channel is
known (or estimated) from the uplink, efficient spatio-temporal
processing can be performed at the base station during transmis-
sion as well as during reception. We have presented optimal
solutions for downlink spatio-temporal processing in the TDD
setup for both TDMA and CDMA based systems in [2] and [1]
respectively. Contrary to TDD, in the FDD mode, the base sta-
tion has no direct knowledge of the downlink channel, since it
cannot be directly observed and therefore estimated. A solution
to this problem consists of providing the base station with feed-
back from the mobile station about the downlink channel at the
cost of reduced spectral efficiency. On the other hand, if such
feedback is not provided, the downlink channel characterization
can only be based on the estimates of parameters related to the
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uplink channel, which are relatively frequency independent and
whose changing rate is slow with respect to the frame duration.
We thus havepartial channel state information.
The parameters of interest are typically the angle of ar-
rival/departure, the delay, the magnitude and the phase for each
path in the multipath propagation. We assume the knowledge of
the covariance matrix of the channel impulse response averaged
over the path phases and amplitudes (the quantities unknown at
the base-station). For the purpose of transmit filter optimiza-
tion, the specular nature of the paths, and the randomness of the
path phases leads to the modeling of the multipath components
of a certain mobile user as equivalent to several correlated users,
each propagating through a single path. Assuming the individual
paths are spatio-temporally resolvable, the averaged covariance
matrix can still be built. Delays for paths which are resolvable in
space only can be adjusted at transmission to become temporally
distinguishable at the receiver.
In the light of the above arguments, we consider here the prob-
lem of performing optimal spatio-temporal processing when a
FDD/DS-CDMA system is adopted. In typical downlink trans-
mission (e.g., IS-95), the multiuser channel is short (a few chips
long), synchronousand the users are assigned orthogonal Walsh-
Hadamard sequences. The orthogonality is however destroyed
by multipath. When the downlink channels are known, as in the
TDD mode, the orthogonality of the codes can however be re-
stored through proper pre-filtering at the base station, which cor-
responds to Zero-Forcing (ZF) the Inter-User Interference (IUI).
When FDD is considered, similar reasoning can be applied, but
due to the lack of knowledge of the path phases, the effective
number of users is actually given by the sum of all the paths of
all the users. If only the spreading (temporal) dimension is ex-
ploited, then, in order to restore the orthogonality we need num-
ber the total number of paths to be less than the spreading factor.
This in turn results in a low loading fraction (number of users
over the spreading factor). The loading fraction can be increased
by using spatial and other multichannel information in conjunc-
tion with the temporal (spreading factor) dimension.
Theoretically, even a number of interfering users larger than the
spreading factor may be located in the same cell (interference
coming from other cells is neglected, except for the users in soft-
handover mode). So zero IUI can be achieved as long as the
total number of paths does not exceed the total number of sub-
channels. The latter can be quite significant is MA and OS is
employed. In our treatment, the emphasis is on simple mobile
receiver structures (e.g., a correlator or a RAKE receiver) while
the optimization criterion consists of maximizing the minimum
signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) among the consid-
ered users, subject to a total transmit power constraint. Each one
of thed mobile receivers is assumed to have one antenna. We
introduce the pre-combining like decorrelator filter to decouple
the multipath signals [4]. The problem then settles down to the
power assignment to signals through these pre-filters, in order
to maximize the SINR at the mobile station. We show that the
optimal power assignment turns out to correspond toselection



diversity, an approach that has also been followed in [3] based
on heuristic reasoning.

II. THE FDD FRAMEWORK AND RECIPROCITY

We consider a specular path channel model that consists ofQ i

multipath components for theith user. Theith’s userqth mul-
tipath channel component as seen form the base station can be
modeled in the continous-time domain as follows

h
T
iq(�; t) = �iq(t)a

T (�iq)�(� � �iq) (1)

where�iq, �iq, and�iq(t) denote the delay, the angle and the
fading attenuation associated to theqth path of theith user, re-
spectively, anda(�) represents the array response vector. As-
suming a similar multipath channel model for the uplink, the
parameters which can be assumed approximately constant be-
tween the uplink and the downlink channels are the angles, the
delays and the variances of the amplitudes. Since the differ-
ence in phase between up- and downlink is random it can be
assumed uniformly distributed, whereas the magnitudes for both
links are also random but can be assumed to have the same vari-
ance. The variances of the path amplitudes can be estimated by
non-coherent averaging over a certain time interval. The angles
can be estimated if the array manifold at the downlink carrier fre-
quency is known. For particular array geometries and relatively
small uplink–downlink frequency shifts, the array response can
be transposed from the uplink to the corresponding response in
the downlink via a linear transformation [5] without requiring
explicit angle estimation. Another approach consists of perform-
ing abeamspace transformation (namely a spatial DFT) to esti-
mate the beams in which the signal energy is located [6]. The
downlink transmission then occurs through the same beams as
the uplink reception.

A. The Pathwise Channel-Receiver Cascade

In order to reason in a pathwise manner, we assume that each
receiver processes symbol rate data coming from the outputs
of a bank of receive (RX) correlators. The number of corre-
lators equals the number of paths for the intended user. For
the pulse shaping matched filter at receiver we denotew i(�) =Pmc�1

l=0
c�i; l (� � lTc) as the cascade of the chip-pulse shape

matched filter, (�), and theith user correlatorc�i (��) =Pmc�1

l=0
c�i; l�(� � lTc), whereTc is the chip period andmc

the spreading factor. The superscripts�, T andH denote com-
plex conjugate, transpose and Hermitian transpose respectively.
We assume thatw(�) is a FIR filter with time duration approxi-
mately equal toLwT . T is the symbol period. Then the follow-
ing discrete-time channel model at the symbol rate1=T , where
T =mcTc, can be described

g
T
iq(k; n) = �iq(n)[a(�iq)
wiq(k)]

T

G
t
iq(n) = �iq(n)[a(�iq) 
Wi(�iq)]

t
, (2)

where
 denotes the Kronecker product and the superscriptt

denotes transposition of the blocks in a block matrix,wiq(k) =
wi(t0 + kT � �iq),

wiq(k) = [w(t0+kT ��q) : : : w(t0+T (k+
mc � 1

mc

)��q)]T

andWi(�iq) = [wiq(Lw � 1) : : : wiq(0)]
1. We could also

account for OS w.r.t. the chip rate by replacingmc with mcmo

in the expression above. We use the notationV iq = a(�iq) 

W i(�iq) in the sequel. One may notice that theV iq ’s can be

1The length ofLw may be different for different users, although we
shall neglect this issue in this paper

built based upon the estimates of the path angles and delays, and
the knowledge of the receiver correlator.
We also introduce the spatio-temporal channel covariance ma-
trix associated withGiq(n) averaged over theith user’sqth path
phase, given by

R
(L)

iq = E[TL(Giq(n))T H
L (Giq(n))] = �

2
iqTL(V iq)T H

L (V iq)
(3)

where�2iq = E[j�iq(n)j2], ;E[�] denotes the expectation oper-
ator, andTM (A) is in general a block Toeplitz matrix withM
block rows and[A 0p�s(M�1)] as first block row, andA is a
matrix with p� s block entries.
We shall observe that due to the assumption on the receiver struc-
ture the delays�iq ’s denote the overall delay between the trans-
mitter antenna(s) and theqth correlator output of theith receiver.
In general, a cost function for the transmit filter optimization
should be formulated so as to optimize also each correlator syn-
chronization time, i.e, to optimize the�iq by properly advancing
or retarding the receiver correlator with respect to the basestation
transmitter clock. For the purpose of the overall channel descrip-
tion and the filter optimization algorithm, we shall assume the
delays�iq ’s to be fixed and known at the transmitter.

III. SIGNAL MODEL

Assuming the channelshiq time-invariant for the observation
time, theith user discrete-time received signal, fori = 1 : : : ; d,
is

yiq(k) = c
H
i H

T
iq(�)

dX
j=1

QjX
l=1

Fjl(�)aj(k) + viq(k) (4)

where theaj(k) are the transmitted symbols intended for thejth
user,��1 is the unit sample delay operator (i.e.,��1yi(k) =
yi(k � 1)),HT

iq(z) is the channel transfer function between the
base station and theqth path of theith user channel,cHi is the
ith user correlator,Fjl(z) = F

0
jl(z)cj is the spatio-temporal

filter for the transmitted symbols, accounting for both the actual
transmit filterF0jl(z) to be optimized and the spreading code,cj,
for thejth user, andviq(k) is the additive noise associated to the
qth path of theith user.
Since we havemc chips per symbol period, each transmission
filter Fiq(z) will perform sampling at least at the chip rate,
i.e., it will be at least amc � 1 column vector. If no addi-
tional OS or MA are provided, the optimization problem for all
theFiq(z)’s reduces to one of spreading code optimization at
the transmitter in the presence of multiuser multipath channels.
Moreover, in generalFjl(z)will be am�1 column vector, with
m = mcmamo, wherema is the number of MA.
We denoteGT

iq(�) = c
H
i H

T
iq(�) the overall channel associated

with the ith user’sqth path as seen from the base station. Note
that since the receiver is assumed to sample at the chip rate,
H
T
iq(z) is amc � m matrix, cHi is a 1 � mc row vector, so

thatGT
iq(z) is a1�m row vector, andFjl(z) is am�1 column

vector.Giq(z) is them�1 qth single path channel in the uplink
from theith user to them base station channels.

A. Burst Processing Time Domain Signal Model

Consider the I/O transmission chain (see fig. 1) associated to the
qth path component of theith user regardless of the contribu-
tions intended for the other paths and other users. The chan-
nel gTiq(t) = cHi H

T
iq(t) and the transmission filterf iq(t) =

F 0
iq(t)ci are assumed to be FIR filters with durationNiqT and

LT respectively (approximately). In discrete-time representation
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Figure 1. Transmissionfilters and single-path channels for
d users

we have

xiq(k) =
PL�1

l=0
f iq(l)ai(k� l) = F iqAi; L(k)

yiq(k) =
PLw�1

n=0 gTiq(n)xiq(k � n) + viq(k)

=Gt
iqXiq; Lw (k) + viq(k)

Gt
iq = [gTiq(Lw � 1) : : : gTiq(0)]

F iq = [fiq(L� 1) : : : f iq(0)]

Xiq; Lw (k) = [xHiq(k� Lw + 1) : : : xHiq(k)]
H

Ai; L(k) = [aHi (k� L+ 1) : : : aHi (k)]
H

(5)

If we accumulateM consecutive symbol periods

Yiq; M (k)=TM(Gt
iq)TM+Lw�1(F iq)Ai;M+Lw+L�2(k)+Viq;M (k)

where,Yiq; M(k) = [yHiq (k�M+1) : : : yHiq (k)]
H and likewise

for Viq; M (k).
Then, introducing also the contributions of all the other paths and
all the other users, for theith user’sqth path component we have

Yiq; M (k)=
dX

j=1

QlX
l=1

TM (Gt
iq)TM+Lw�1(F jl)Aj;M+Lw+L�2(k)

+Viq; M (k)
(6)

We observe thatGiq = �iqV iq.

IV. TRANSMIT FILTER OPTIMIZATION

A major issue in the transmit filter design consists of the power
assignment optimization among different paths and different
users’ pre-filters. In order to find an analytical solution we de-
cople the power assignment optimization problem by consider-
ing first the optimization of a set of unit norm transmit filters
U iq such thatF iq =

p
piqU iq. Then, once theU iq have been

determined the powerspiq will be properly assigned subject to a
maximum total transmit power constraint.
For the sake of simplicity in the following developments, we in-
troduceF t

iq = [fTiq(L � 1) : : : fTiq(0)] and the respective unit
norm filterUt

iq. We also remark that for the convolution of any
F andGt, the relation

F
tTL(G) =GtTN (F )

holds, whereL andN are the durations in symbol periods ofF
andG respectively.

A. The Per-Path Pre-Decorrelator

A solution for the design of the filtersU iq ’s consists of pre-
decorrelating the paths of the user of interst while canceling out
the IUI, namely the contributions due to other user’s paths. In or-
der to achieve perfect IUI cancellation and IP pre-decorrelation,
we shall consider the following set of ZF constraints

max
kUt

iq
k2=1

kU t
iqTL(V iq)k22 s.t. U

t
iqTL(V jl) = 0 (7)

for any i; j = 1; : : : ; d, l = 1; : : : ; Qj, q = 1; : : : ; Qi s.t.
q 6= l when i = j. DefineB iq as [TL(V jl)] as the matrix
accounting for all the paths of all the users but theqth path of
the ith user, andAiq = TL(V iq)TL(V iq). Then, the solution
to problem (7) isUtH

iq = Vmax(P
?
Biq
AiqP

?
Biq

), whereP?Biq
is

the projection matrix onto the null space of the column space of
Biq . In order for a non-trivial solution to problem (7) to exist
we need the lengthL of the transmit filtersU t

iq to be

L �
(Lw � 1)(Q� 1)

me� � (Q� 1)
(8)

whereQ =
P

iQi andme� is defined as the rank ofV Q =
[V i1 : : : V dQd

]. Note thatme� = minfm; LwQ; (Lw �
1)Q + �g where� = rank([v11(Lw � 1) : : : vdQd

(Lw �
1)]). The constraints present in the optimization problem (7)
lead to perfect IUI cancellation along with an interpath pre-
decorrelation for the user of interest. This is obtained at the ex-
pense of increased ISI at the receiver. In order to consider the ISI
as well as the IUI rejection in the optimization problem, we rely
on the ZF pre-equalization conditions.

B. IP Pre-Decorrelation, ZF Conditions for IUI and ISI
Cancellation

In order to ensure ZF conditions for IUI and ISI for theith user’s
qth path the set of constraints to be considered is

U
t
iqTL(V Q) = [0 : : : 0 : : :

ith user’sqth pathz }| {
j 0 : : : 0� 0 : : : 0 j : : : 0 : : : 0]

(9)
whereTL(V Q) = [TL(V 11) : : :TL(V dQd

)], and� 6= 0 is an
arbitrary constant to be fixed in order to satisfy the constraint on
the norm ofU t

iq. Assumingm > Q andTL(V Q) to be full
column rank, to be able to satisfy all the constraints (9) we need
to choose the length of each filterU t

iq , L, such that the system
of equations 9 is exactly or underdetermined. Hence

L � L =

�
(Lw � 1)Q� 1

me� �Q

�
(10)

Then assumingL � L we can consider two limiting set of con-
straints:

� IUI rejection, no ISI rejection, as in section IV.A.

� both IUI and ISI rejection: in this case, the set of con-
straints is (9), i.e., we haveLw + L� 1 more constraints.

In the absence of IUI (equal to zero due to ZF), the SNR at
the output of each correlator is proportional to the energy in the
prefilter-single path channel cascade. Then, the SNR decreases
if all the energy is constrained in one tap. Hence if no ISI rejec-
tion is provided the highest SNR will be achieved, for a specified
L, due to the larger number of degrees of freedom. However,
in that case, once the strongest path has been selected, theith
receiver needs to equalize a delay spread of up toLw + L � 1
symbol periods, corresponding to the whole delay spread due
to the convolution between the single path channel and the se-
lected transmission filter. We may prefer that the introduction of
the prefilter does not increase the delay spread, or we may want
to limit the delay spread seen by the mobile to limit the com-
plexity for the equalization task in the mobile. In those cases
additional constraints in order to obtain at least partial ISI rejec-
tion, i.e., limited delay spread, can be added, leading to inter-
mediate solutions between the previous two limiting cases. In
general to have complete IUI and partial ISI rejection we add
(Lw + L � 1) � LISI constraints (coefficients of the prefilter-
channel cascade being zero), with1 � L ISI � (Lw + L � 1),
whereLISI corresponds to the residual delay spread, i.e., residual



ISI. This optimization problem has to be carried out for all pos-
sible positions of the nonzero part of lengthLISI of the prefilter-
channel cascade, and the best position should be chosen. Finally,
note that asL increases the SNR increases as well. So, we shall
choose the actual length of the transmission filtersL according
to a trade-off between performance and transmitter complexity.
One might think that by transmitting only through the strongest
path per each user the amount of ISI at the receiver is negligible.
However, althoughLw is in practice very small (2, 3 symbol
periods), for high loading fractions, i.e., for a large number of
paths, the requiredL can become relatively large, in order to
achieve the above ZF IUI conditions, which in turn results in
significant ISI.
Finally, one may note that ZF-pre-decorrelating here corresponds
to the design of a bi-orthogonal perfect-reconstruction transmul-
tiplexer in which theF iq ’s andGiq ’s are synthesis and analysis
filter banks respectively.

C. RX Correlator Positioning / Delay Optimization

The ZF problem in (9) supposes that the delays� iq, 8i =
f1 � � �dg, q = f1 � � �Qig, for all users are known at the trans-
mitter. This implies that the correlator at the receiver is also sup-
posed to be located at a known fixed position in time. It is for
this overall delay,�iq, and all others,�jr, 8j = f1 � � �dg, r =
f1 � � �Qjg, andr 6= q whenj = i, that the pre-decorrelating
conditions are satisfied. In the optimization scheme, due to the
presence of the RX correlators in the overall channel, it is taken
for granted that the assumed delay would lead to the maximiza-
tion of the SNR at the output. It would suffice then, that the
correlator, in an independent operation mode, searches for the
delay by sweeping over the field of interest of the assumed de-
lays. However, since the ZF conditions are being satisfied for a
set of discrete delays, the IUI and IPI will have its contributions
at all intermediate positions. Furthermore, this may not necessar-
ily be the global SNR maximization delay for the RX correlator.
In order to maximize the SNR, let us introduceU iqn, as the ZF
prefilter for theqth path of theith user with the correlator placed
at a delay ofn positions (e.g., chips periods) w.r.t. an arbitrary
initial position. This can be seen as ann-shift of the elements in
the columns ofTL(V iq), (i.e., the first vector co-efficient now
containsn more zeros). The optimization forU iqn is still done
at the symbol rate for the newTL(V iq). The optimization prob-
lem still stays the same as (9) and the optimaln is selected to
maximize the output SNR:maxn SNRn. The RX correlator can
still search for the delay. It can be seen, however, that the optimal
delay selection is a coupled problem. Its choice, therefore, influ-
ences and is influenced by the design of other users’ prefilters.
An alternative approach for SNR maximization w.r.t. the cor-
relator delay consists of searching over several transmit filters,
U iqn for the one that maximizes the SNR, considering that the
RX correlator is fixed. Then, for the optimization problem of
section IV.A., assumingma = mo = 1,

U
0t
iqn =

�
01�n U

t
iqn 01�(mc�n)

�
,

and then 2 f0 � � �mc� 1g, in the case where chip-level resolu-
tion is sought in the delay optimization. The number of zeros is
fixed, and the solution to (7) is still

U
tH
iqn = Vmax(P

?

Biq

AiqP
?

Biq

).

The matrixBiq is built fromBiq = [TL(V jl)] (section IV.A)
by appendingn zero rows at the top and(mc � n) zero rows at

the bottom. Besides we haveAiq = T (V iq)T
H
(V iq), where

T (V iq) is built from TL(V iq) in a similar fashion asBiq. We
have assumed in the above that the TX filterU t

iqn is an integer
number of symbols long, since it settles nicely in our framework
(see sec. IV.A.). This, however, is not necessary, and the filter

length can, for example, be defined in number of chips. The two
approaches discussed above lead to similar kinds of delay opti-
mization. Both problems are coupled leading to joint oprimiza-
tion for all users. Upon solving the joint optimization problem,
the optimum delay is determined leading to the maximization of
the SNR at the RX correlator output. A simpler, decoupled ap-
proach then consists of preselecting (see the following section)
the dominant patha priori, i.e., before the design ofU t

iq ’s, and
assuming that the RX correlators for all users are aligned to the
delay of the dominant paths. The delay assignment thus assumes
that a priori anda posteriori (after ZF-prefilter design) domi-
nant paths will be the same, a very likely event. The prefilters
for all users can now be designed as discussed previously in a
decoupled fashion. Fine tuning of TX filter delays as discussed
in the previous paragraph can still be applied, subject to the fixed
delay constraint for the correlators. We concede that the pre-
assigned delays may not, in all cases, be the optimal ones, but
this simplifies the optimization problem making it much simpler
to implement.

V. TX DIVERSITY AND POWER ASSIGNMENT

We have assumed that each receiver consists of a correlator per
multipath component. Assume that the correlator outputs are
combined according to the maximum ratio combining (MRC)
criterion. The multipath signal components are assumed to be
spaced such that the correlator outputs are uncorrelated. The ef-
fect if IUI and ISI may be ignored at this point (we have seen that
pre-filtering will cancel them). Fig. 2 shows the the TX-channel-
RX cascade for theith user. We assume a constraint on the total
transmit power such that

PQi

q=1
piq = pi (with piq � 0). The

output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for theith user is

SNRi =
E[j

PQi

q=1 j�iqj
2piqai(k)j2]

�2vi
PQi

q=1 Ej�iqj2piq
=

�2a
�2vi

QiX
q=1

E[j�iqj2]piq

where�2a = E[jai(k)j2] for all thei’s and�2vi is the variance of
the noise at each correlator output (for the variance of the noise at
the correlator output it is assumed that the spreading sequences
are sufficiently white). The optimal power assignmentamong the
different paths that maximize the SNR is determined by solving
the following problem

max
piq

f
QiX
q=1

(Ej�iqj2)piqg s.t.
PQi

q=1
piq = pi, (11)

the solution to which is the well knownselection diversity which
corresponds to assigning the whole transmit power to the path
carrying the most power (on the average). Hence, under the con-
ditions above the previous receiver structure collapses into a sin-
gle pulse shape matched filter and a correlator.
We remark that the strongest multipath component is the one
with the maximum energy in the correspondingprefilter-channel.

RX (MRC)ChannelTX

ai(k)

�i1 �
�

i1

p
pi1

yi(k)

vi1(k)

�
�

iQi

p
piQi

viQi
(k)

p
pi1

p
piQi

�iQi

Figure 2. Transmit diversity for theith user throughQi di-
versity branches/pathsafter pre-decorrelating pre-filtering
and ZF IUI



Then in general, when a pathwise pre-filtering is performed at
the base station then, strictly speaking, the strongest path selec-
tion for a certain user can take place after the pre-filter design
for each path. Hence, all paths need to be considered for the
pre-filter design.

A. Power Assignment Optimization

Since the transmission strategy consists of exciting one path per
user, we refer toUt

i, V i and�2i as the filter, the channel (up to
the fading coefficient) and the variance of the fading associated
with the selected path for theith user. Once we have designed
the normalized transmit filtersUt

i we need to optimize the trans-
mit power assignment among thed users. In the absence of IUI
due to ZF, we shall optimize the transmit power assignment in
order to make the SNR at the output of each selected path corre-
lator, the same for all the users, subject to a total transmit power
constraint. The SNR for theith user is given by

i =
�2a
�2vi

pi�
2
i kU

t
iTL(V i)k22 (12)

where
P

i pi = pmax. Since the optimal leadsi =  for all the
users then it is straightforward to derive the following expres-
sions for and the optimalpi ’s

1


=

1

pmax�2a

X
i

�2vi
�2i kU

t
iTL(V i)k22

pi = 
�2vi
�2a

1

�2i kU
t
iTL(V i)k22

(13)

VI. DISCUSSION

The pre-decorrelating transmit filters designed according to (7)
are optimal in the noiseless case. Indeed the limited power con-
straint does not affect in this case theSINR, which reduces to
the Signal to Interference ratio (SIR) at each receiver, and which
is infinity for any power assignment when ZF IUI is achieved.
However, in the presence of noise at receivers as the number of
ZF constraints will increase, anoise enhancement phenomenon
will arise which might reduce the SINR gain obtained from the
IUI cancellation. If the CDMA system under consideration al-
lows a large number of degrees of freedom, namely a largem,
compared to the number of paths of all the users, then the noise
enhancement phenomenon will be practically negligible com-
pared to the SINR gain yielded by ZF the IUI.
An alternative solution is represented by a pre-RAKE like pre-
filtering. Due to the lack of knowledge of the path phases (and
amplitudes) of the downlink channel, only non-coherent pre-
RAKE processing is possible at the base station. However, the
result of section V, disagrees with pre-RAKE kind of prefilter-
ing.

VII. SIMULATIONS

We consider an CDMA/SDMA scenario in the presence ofd = 3
users havingQi = 2 paths each, which receive signals transmit-
ted from a base station. The total powerpmax and�2a are con-
stant, and the noise variances�2vi = �2v is assumed and to be the
same at all receivers and to be known at the transmitter. The sin-
gle path delays�iq ’s, the array response vectorsa(�iq) to build
the channelsV iq ’s, and the variances�2iq are estimated from the
uplink.
In the first simulation we considered asaturated system config-
uration assuming themc = 8 andma = mo = 1. In this case
me� > Q (me� = m = 8) and ZF conditions (9) can be ap-
plied, if filter length isL � 4. We fixedL = 4 symbol periods to
achieve (9). The resulting performances are plotted in fig. 3(a) in
terms of SNR at each receiver versus the residual ISI (LISI intro-
duced by the pre-filter channel cascade. Due to the high system
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Figure 3. Optimum SNR vs.LISI, IP Pre-decorrelating
ZF solution forL = 4, Q = 6 paths.m = mc = 8,
me� = 8 in (a),ma = 2, mc = 8, me� = 13 in (b).

loading significant differences arise for different values ofLISI.
In the second simulation we considered the same user scenario
as above,mc = 8, but employingma = 2 antennas at the trans-
mitter. Sinceme� = 13 andQ = 6 IP pre-decorrelation ZF
IUI and ISI conditions (9) can be applied. By setting the length
of all the transmit filters equal toL = 4 symbol periods (even
thoughL = 1 suffices to achieve ZF conditions) we obtain the
performances plotted in figure 3(b). Note that in this case due
to the largeme� , w.r.t. the number of user pathsQ and to the
small delay spreads introduced by the path channels the perfor-
mances are quite insensitive to the residual delay spreadL ISI. It
can be demonstrated that larger values ofL yield improvement
of performances, more significant whenme� is not very large
compared toQ.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The FDD/CDMA downlink problem was addressed. It was
shown that due to the partial knowledge of the downlink chan-
nel, each path of a particular user could be treated as a seperate
user. Pre-decorrelation was applied on the downlink to cancel
the IUI and IPI. For the desired user, the path selection diver-
sity scheme was shown to be the best power assignment choice
in terms of the SNR optimization. Performance of the receiver
vis-à-vis the residual ISI was also shown. It was observed that
as long as the system has sufficient degrees of freedom (OS/MA
factor), IUI can be cancelled by TX pre-filters, leading to low
complexity, improved mobile receivers. RX delay optimization
was shown to be a coupled problem and a simplified strategy was
presented to obtain an individualized framework. We point out
that the above framework can easily be extended to include more
complex situations, like extracell interference etc.
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